Matching Meanings

**Parent Directions:** Have your child read the sentence and then choose the eponym from the word box that means the same as the definition or synonym in parentheses. Have your child write the eponym in the blank.

| cardigan | saxophone | argyle | guppies | sideburns | boycott |

1. Tammy wore her favorite (patterned) __________________ socks today.

2. Charlie Parker was one of the greatest (musical instrument) __________________ players of all time.

3. The (fish) __________________ seemed to be content in the aquarium.

4. The band planned to (stay away from) __________________ the game to protest the shortened halftime.

5. My dad has embarrassingly long (hair in front of ears) ________________.

6. When Mr. Rogers arrived on the television set, he always put on his (sweater) ________________.
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